In The News
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Living Younger Longer: Allergies, Obese and Pregnant (Dr. Lori Mackstaller from the Sarver Heart Center)
KVOA-TV 05/20/2011

‘Chain of Survival’ crucial during heart attack (University of Arizona’s Sarver Heart Center)
Yuma Sun 05/19/2011

UMC now a transplant leader - including hands and faces
Arizona Daily Star 05/19/2011

Alzheimer’s program teams up patients, med students
Arizona Republic 05/22/2011

Tucson Transplant Program at University of Arizona Medical Center
AlllVoices 05/22/2011

Pharmacies’ Software Systems Miss Potentially Dangerous Interactions, Study Finds (Daniel Malone, PhD, UA professor of pharmacy and lead investigator on the study)
ScienceDaily 05/21/2011

Pharmacy CDS systems missing potentially dangerous interactions (Daniel Malone, PhD, UA professor of pharmacy and lead investigator on the study)
The Medical Web Times 05/19/2011

Pharmacy CDS systems missing potentially dangerous interactions (Daniel Malone, PhD, UA professor of pharmacy and lead investigator on the study)
Healthcare IT News 05/19/2011

Study Data from University of Arizona Update Understanding of Arsenicals (A.M. Bolt, Dept. of Pharmacology and Toxicology, College of Pharmacy, University of Arizona)
RxNews.com 05/23/2011
Reports Outline Coccidioidomycosis Research from University of Arizona School of Medicine (G. Smith, Section of Infectious Diseases, University of Arizona College of Medicine)
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